Radionicsbox.com Introduces The 2019 RAD2400 HD Orgone Generator and Radionics
Machine
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Radionicsbox.com is unveiling the 2019 RAD-2400 HD radionics device with heavy duty orgnone
generator, dedicated trend and target controls and freqency controlled orgone generation. The RAD
2400 HD is a Super Heavy Duty Power Radionics™ Device. It has a built-in powerful heavy duty Chi
Generator®, the same as in the LPOG 2400 HD and Performer 2400. It features a stick pad of
orgonite®.
The front panel of the RAD 2400 HD has input and output jacks for exterior stick pads and exterior
wells, These jacks can also serve to connect several orgone radionics devices to each other for more
power and versatility. The other two jacks are the power jack to the right of the switch, and the sound
input jack that allows a second interal generator to be modulated using an audio signal which
effectively doubles the output power of the radionic device.
"The orgone generator built into the RAD 2400HD has 6 dedicated frequency settings; Theta 3.5 HZ
— for Super Learning, especially of Languages, Theta 6.3 Hz — for Super Learning and to Boost
Memory, Alpha 7.83 Hz — Earth Resonance! For Invention, Creativity, Alpha 7.0 Hz — to enhance
ESP (Extra Sensory Projection), Alpha 10.0 Hz — for Centering Yourself and for general Purpose and
Beta 14.1 Hz — Efficiency in daily activities, mental and physical energy.The RAD 2400 HD also has
a sweepable option of continuous settings that range from roughly 0.5 – 900 Hz," says Mike DeVino,
orgone radionics expert and master radionic manifestation trainer.
Billed as a "Super Heavy Duty Power Radionics" and a "Top of the Line Orgone Radionics Device"
this new RAD 2400HD is now available at radionicsbox.com and includes a unique and propriatary
training system designed to get users up and operating as quickly as possible.
Radionicsbox.com is the premier distributor of genuine orgonite powered radionics devices and
orgone generators made by Karl Hans Welz, the inventor of orgonite, orgone radionics, the orgone
generator and builder of the finest radionics machines available.
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